
Ref: AISV-24th WR- 9th OCTOBER TO 13th OCTOBER 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-24th WR-
9th OCTOBER TO 13th OCTOBER 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe and
Discuss

Vegetables and fruits are good for health.This
was explained in a practical way through Show
and Tell.

Pre-writing skill Kids practised upward and downward open
curves.

Literacy skills Tiny tots were introduced to letters,'B','P' and
'D'.Also revision of letter' Aa' was done.

Pre-Math skills Little masters were introduced to number '3'
and also kids counted their teeny weeny
fingers.



GK(picture talk) Kids were taught the sound of letters 'O' and
'P'. Also they recapitulated the sound of letters
A to N.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little players enjoyed squat exercise.

Rhymes & Stories Little singers enjoyed singing the rhymes
'Teddy bear Teddy bear ', 'Hickory Dickory Dock
' and 'Rolly Polly'. And the story 'The rabbit and
the turtle' was revised.

Art & Craft Little artists did colouring practice in their
drawing book.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids were revised Swar and were introduced
�यंजन ग and they practised the same on green
board.

Literacy skills Kids revised Sight words and practised the
same in their NB.

Kids were introduced to 'o' family words ( ox,
oy and og family words) and ( op and ob family
words) they coloured the same in Phonic Primer
TB.

Kids were explained Story 1: Pam and Sam and
they completed Pg 46 and 47.

Numeracy skills Kids were introduced Numbers 31, 32, 33 and
34 through Tens and Ones concept and
practised the same in their TB.



Kids revised Number 28, 29 and 30 and
practised the same in their NB. They also
practised Count and write in their Textbook.

Pre maths concepts More & Less and Top &
Bottom were also introduced from their
Textbook.

Kids were introduced to Number names 3,4 & 5
and Write & Match and practised the same in
their TB.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids were introduced �यंजन क and ख and they
practised the same in their notebook.

GK(picture talk) Kids were introduced to a new topic Water
Animals and were explained which animals live
in the water. Also some animals which can live
on land and water were also explained.

Art & Craft Kids coloured A Fish and A Cap in their
Drawing-B TB.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Kids danced to the song Sea Animal Dance and
they enacted the movements of Sea Animals.

Kids revised Alphabets Aa-Zz, Number 1 to 34,
Sights words, Swar and �यंजन क, ख and ग as
instructed by their educators and they followed.

Rhymes & Stories Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
Incy Wincy Spider they merrily recited the
same.



UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Observe and discuss Kids observed different musical instruments in
the music room and discussed their prior
knowledge of it. They also observed different
animal poses during yoga sessions and did it
happily in the amphitheatre area.

Literacy skills Students practised writing cursive Gg and they
were introduced to the s blend words and
sentences (sk,sl,sn, st and sm words).

Numeracy skills Toddlers revised ordinal numbers and they
were introduced and practised additions.

Language smart (Hindi) Students were introduced and practised writing
दो वण� वाले श�द.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Munchkins followed the instructions of doing
actions for the said words of handshake, salute
and handkerchief and thus they enjoyed
playing brain focus games. They have also
enjoyed the game of crawl in the box.

Rhymes & Stories Kids were introduced to the new rhyme Our
Band through actions and video.

GK(picture talk) Toddlers visited the music room and they were
shown different musical instruments. They also
wrote the hard words of Birds and Aquatic
animals in their notebook as a part of revision.

Art & Craft Kids practised drawing Tools Of The Community
Helper and Musical Instruments in Sundaram
book.



Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Stencil - Poem - “The Turtle” recitation and
explanation of the poem done . Difficult words written in a
notebook.

English Grammar - Ch-5 “ Verbs” concept of Sleep/Run and
use of Am/Is/Are introduced in class and textual exercises
done .

Alphanumeric Students learned to write 4 different cursive patterns.

Numeracy skills Explained, discussed and solved addition and subtraction by
regrouping in textbook as well as in notebook along with
number stories and textual worksheet.

Mental Maths : Add or Subtract and match the letter

Science around us
things

Kids were introduced with the new concept ch-9 “Our
Needs”. Textual exercises,difficult words and fill in the
blanks done in the notebook .

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�ओ ने ए क� मा�ा वाले वा�य �लखे और ए और ऐ क� मा�ा के श�द
�लख के अ�यास काय� पणू� �क� या ।

Hindi Lab:- �व�याथ�ओ ने कहानी सनुी और कुछ �व�याथ�ओ ने कहानी
सनुाई , और �डिजटल कंट�ट से पनुरावत�न �कया।

Art & Craft Students enjoyed crayoning in the Aquarium.

Dance Students practised dance for melange.

Smart
tech-Computer

Kids practised writing important notes of Ch-3 Parts of a
Computer in their notebook.

Library Little champs enjoyed a story telling and reading session
of the story “The cows and the lion” during the library
period.

PE Students doing physical exercises like sprinting, monkey



walk, frog jump, push ups, sit ups etc they also played kho
kho matches in P.E class.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Kids learned '-ing' verbs along with
textual exercises.

English Stencil - Kids were introduced with L.6 'Pinocchio
and the egg' with difficult words and word meanings in their
notebooks and also wrote pronouns with verbs and five
sentences in english notebook.

Numeracy skills Kids practised various exercises related to shapes and
patterns in their notebooks. They were also introduced to
the new chapter-6 Multiplication along with textual
exercises.

Mental Maths - Students enjoyed making different images
using various shapes through Rangometry and Aakar
Parivar.

Science around
us

Kids were introduced to the new chapter 12- Water along
with textual exercises in class.

Science Lab- They were shown the forms of water through
the heating of water activity and then collecting the water
droplets from the steam generated through heating using a
kettle.

Language Smart
- Hindi

L- 11 “असल� ख़ज़ाना “Reading and explanation done in class.
�याकरण L. - 13 "उलटे अथ� बताने वाले श�द"।
Explanation along with textbook exercises done in the class.

Gujarati Kids revised 'Community helpers' through PPT in Gujarati
language.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Little kids were introduced to new chapter 4-”Exploring MS
Paint” in the textbook.

Art & Craft Kids drew and coloured 'Natural scene' in their A & C book.

Dance Students practised dance for melange.

Music Kids enjoyed garba songs for the upcoming Navratri festival.

Life Skills Kids watched the story of Navratri on the TV and knew why
Navratri is celebrated. And also watched a fictional story
'Alibaba and 40 thieves' on the TV.

Library In library period students drew a nice drawing of Ravan on
the occassion of Navratri.



PE Students doing physical exercises like sprinting, monkey
walk, frog jump, push ups etc.they also played kho kho
matches in P.E class.

Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
s8ubjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
iand crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer.

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Children revised types of nouns and enjoyed watching videos
of the different types of nouns.

Science Short & long questions answers have been done(3B/C) . New
chapter 6 is introduced in the class(3B). Children of(3A)
completed the textbook exercise of chapter 4 Soil.

Mathematics Completed ch- 7 Fractions. New chapter Geometry was
introduced. Textual exercises of ch- 8 were solved.



Hindi

Chapter 10 चभुती भलू पाठ को समझाया एवं पठन करवाया।
3A- �व�या�थ�य� को क�वता "हम न�हे न�हे ब�चे ह�" के पाठ चचा� व ��न उ�र
करवाए गए। �व�या�थ�य� को क�वता के अ�यास ��न तथा 1 से 50 �हदं� म�
�गनती �लखवाई गई।

Computer Chapter 5 introduction of MS Word-2016 completed and
exercise and question answer was completed.

Dance Melange practice and free garba they are doing.

Music Students sang songs which they have learnt.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Times Students enjoyed reading story books during the library
period

Grade 4

English
Children were introduced to a new topic in English Grammar
that is Conjunctions.

Maths Explanation of equivalent fractions and ways to find
equivalent fractions was done. Ex- 6.2 was solved.

Social Studies Exercises of the chapter tableland were completed in the
class.

Sanskrit छा�� ने आदश� नमनूा ��न प� �कया | नया पाठ “�कम खादि�त एत”े के
�याकरण म� �वं और तव के बारे म� समझा , पाठ का पठन �कया और भाषांतर
�कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�દવાળ�” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , ભારતના તહ�વારોની મા�હતી
મેળવી અને તેની ચચા� કર�.

Hindi क�वता गीत खशुी के-�व�या�थ�य� को क�वता संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।
पाठ-10 "प�गल"�व�या�थ�य� को पाठ अ�ययन करवाया गया तथा अनवुाद
समझाया गया।पाठ से संबं�धत क�ठन-श�द, श�दाथ� व पाठ-चचा� के ��न उ�र
�लखवाए गए। �व�या�थ�य� को प�गल �योहार का वी�डयो भी �दखाया गया।

Computer Ch-5 Introduction of coding is started. Students wrote
Algorithms of daily activity in class on their own(4 A,B,C) .



Lab activity of MS Word has been done.

Dance Melange practice sessions and free garba they are doing.

Library time Students enjoyed reading story books and issued the same
during library class

Music Students sang songs which they have learnt.

Science Short & Long question answers have been done(4A & B).
Sec C: Adaptation in plants chapter completed in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 5

English Poem: CLIMBING, explained and textual exercises were
discussed and done in the class.

Social Studies Chapter: The Indian Constitution, explained and discussed
about the topic 'fundamental rights'.

Sanskrit छा�� ने आदश� नमनूा ��न प� को हल �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “��ૂય�ું ��ૂય” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ તેના ��ોની ચચા� કર�,
વાચંન ક�ુ� તેમજ તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को क�वता "�च�ठ�" के पाठ चचा�, अ�धकतम श�द संबं�धत ��न उ�र
समझाए व �लखवाए गए।
पाठ-9, "�मले सरु मेरा त�ुहारा", �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ अ�ययन करवाया गया तथा
पाठ का अनवुाद समझाया गया।

Library Time Students enjoyed reading fiction/non fiction books during the
library period

Science Exercises of the chapter states of matter are going on in the
class.

Dance Melange practice and free garba sessions.

Music Students sang songs which they have learnt.



Computer Students learned How to Create Strong Passwords in GMAIL
Account they also learned about Privacy settings and how to
communicate with the others.

Students Created PowerPoint Presentation On Do’s and Don’ts
in Internet Safety.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Explanation and textual exercise of the chapter ‘No Pulao
for Nawabsaab’ was done.

Mathematics Section A &B - Explanation of algebraic expressions and how
to solve the equation to find the value of a variable explained
and based on it Ex - 7.4 solved in the class, Doubts from
revision exercise were taken up in the class.

Science Section B: The chapter The Body and Its movements was
finished with the discussion of Textual exercise.
Section A: Question answers of the chapter The Body and
Its movements were completed in the class.

Social Science Students learned - What Books and Burials Tell us.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-10 "�शशनुगर" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� ने “कृ�षकाः कम�वीरा:” का गान �कया, भाषांतर �कया और अ�यास काय�
�कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “હ��સમ બનવાના ઉપાય” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ ��ોની

ચચા� કર� , વાચંન ક�ુ� તેમજ તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students learned types of Malware,Major attacks by
malware,Effective ways of protecting computer, antivirus and
websites.

Dance Melange practice and free garba practice.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading fiction/non fiction and story books
during the library period.



Music Students learnt various languages' mash-up song for Melange.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 7

English Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘The King of
Mazy May’. Explanation and textual exercise of the same was
done.

Mathematics Section A - Students came to know about Proportion, based on
it solved word problems.
Section B - Explanation of proportion and unitary method done
and based on it Ex - 8.2 and 8.3 solved in the class.

Science Students came to know about inhalation, exchange of gas,
cellular respiration, exahalation, respiration in plants and
photosynthesis and respiration from the chapter Respiration in
Orgnisms.
Sec A: Explanation of the chapter Transportation in animals and
plants is going on in the class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-10 "गाथा गजनंदन क�" कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students learned how to create a submit button,checkbox and
select option in HTML and Practise in a Computer Lab.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “�व�वबंध�ुवं का पठन �कया,भाषांतर �कया और अ�यास काय� �कया |

Social Science Geography: Chapter -5 Water, explained and discussed
about Ocean Currents, difference between Spring tide and Neap
tide.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “રાયમા�ું �વ�ન” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું વાચંન ક�ુ�, “કાલે”
કિવતાની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ તેની ચચા� કર�, લેખન ક�ુ�.

Dance Melange practice and free garba practice.

Music Students learnt various languages' mash-up song for Melange.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.



Grade 8

English Students were introduced with a new chapter 'HOW BANK
Works.' Explanation of the same done in the class.

Mathematics Explanation of how to find Compound Interest was explained
and based on it Ex - 10.1 was solved in the class.

From the chapter Percentage and Its application, students
came to know about the conversion of fraction into
percentage, percents into fraction, percents into decimals,
decimals into percentage. They did the textual exercise about
the same.

Science Students learnt about the types of forces, Muscular force,
frictional force, gravitational force, magnetic forces,
electrostatic force, pressure, applications of force and pressure
in daily life from the chapter Force and pressure.

Social Science
(Civics)

Students completed the chapter ‘Judiciary.'

Sanskrit छा�� ने �ीम�भगवद गीता का १२ वे अ�याय के दसूरा �लोक �शखा | नया का�य
“नीतीनव�नतम “ के �लोक का गान �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઝાડ મને લાગે નઈ કોઈ �દ ‘ પરાયા” કિવતા�ું ગાન ક�ુ� , તેની
સમજ મેળવી ��ોની ચચા� કર� વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-11 "पिु�कन के गाँव म�" या�ा व�ृांत को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students learned about Movie Introduction,its features
different storage of movies and how movies reach people.

Dance Melange practice and free garba practice.

Library Time Students have been issued fiction/nonfiction and subject books
during the library period.

Music Students learnt various languages' mash-up song for Melange.

Effective Public
Speaking

Few students were asked to share their experience of
participating in inter school competition. How to enhance the
sharing was explained in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.



SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Ch: My Childhood was read and explained and notes of
the same were given. Poem: On Killing a Tree was read
and explained and summary of the chapter was written.

Mathematics Completed the chapter Heron's Formula in the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Circles”. Students have
solved examples based on circles with the same chord
.Students have also done activity based on circles using
paper.

Science -Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Atoms and Molecules
wherein the topics atomic mass,valency and electronic
configuration were discussed.

Science -Physics Students were introduced with a new chapter Gravitation
wherein the topics gravitation, Newton's gravitational law,
Kepler's law, free-fall and gravitational acceleration were
explained to the class.

Science - Biology Types of Epithelial tissues, their structure , functions and
locations were explained from the chapter Tissues.

Science- Practical Students observed various simple plant tissues using
permanent slides.

Social Science
(Political Science)

In their ongoing chapter 'Working of institution'
students came to know about the working of political
leaders: President & Prime Minister.

Social Science
(Geography)

In the chapter ‘Climate’ students came to know about the
various factors affecting India's climate.

Computer Students learn IT and ITes in technology.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �पश� पा�य प�ुतक के पाठ-5 "धम� क� आड़" को पढा ़ एवं
समझा।

PE Students played kho-kho match and Cricket match boys
played with C-10 boys,C10 won the match.

Library Time Students have been issued fiction/nonfiction and subject
books during the library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The



session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 10

English Ch: Bholi was read and explained and notes of the chapter
was given.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Area and Volume” and
students have solved examples based on area with
combination of shapes.

Science-chemistry Continuing with the chapter Carbon and its Compounds
wherein the topics covalent bond and its types were
discussed.

Science- Biology The modes of reproduction and different types of asexual
reproduction were explained from the chapter How do
organisms reproduce?

Social Science-
History

Students were introduced with a new chapter 'Print
Culture and Modern World'. Where they came to know
about when, where and how print culture was started in the
world and people got reading habit.

Computer Students learned the communication cycle,Barriers
effective communication,How to manage stress
management and how to become an independent person.
They also did group discussion of techniques for managing
Exams stress.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �पश� पा�य प�ुतक के प�य खंड के पाठ-6 "कर चले हम �फ़दा"
को पढा ़एवं समझा।

Library Time Students have been issued subject books during the library
period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played Cricket match with C-9,won by 19 run &
played Volleyball in PE Class.

Grade 11- Science



English Poem: Father to Son was read and explained and
summary of the chapter was written in the class.

Physics Completed the chapter System of particles and
Rotational Motion with numericals.

Chemistry Completed the chapter Redox Reactions and Started a
new chapter Hydrocarbons wherein the introduction of
alkanes along with properties were discussed .

Chemistry Practical Salt analysis experiments were performed by the students.

Biology The steps in light reaction, cyclic & non- cyclic
phosphorylation and Calvin cycle were discussed from the
chapter Photosynthesis is higher plants

Biology- Practical Students observed animal specimens.

Mathematics Started chapter “Conic Section” with all shapes
introduction. Explained circles and students have solved
examples based on the equation of circle.

Computer Students learned Python string operation in python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Sources of Business finance- Factoring, Lease, Commercial
Paper,Shares - Topics were explained

Computer Students learned Python string operation in python.

English Poem: Father to Son was read and explained and
summary of the chapter was written in the class.

Statistics Students solved the sums of Mean of their ongoing chapter
'Central Tendency'.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.



Grade 11- Humanities

English Poem: Father to Son was read and explained and
summary of the chapter was written in the class.

Psychology Childhood development stages was explained.

Statistics Students solved the sums of Mean of their ongoing chapter
'Central Tendency'

Computer Students learned Python string operation in python.

History Changing Cultural Traditions: A New Concept for Human
Beings, Art and Humanism & The First Printed Books;
topics were covered in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Science

Physics Completed the chapter Wave Optics with numericals in the
class.

Physics Practical Students Were conducted the practical- Find the
frequency of AC mains with the help of Sonometer.

Chemistry Started a new chapter Amines wherein nomenclature
,classification and method of preparation of amines with
reduction of nitro groups were discussed.

Chemistry practical Salt analysis experiments were performed by the students.

Biology Completed the chapter Organisms and populations with
the discussion of various population growth models and
various associations between the organisms., theories
related to it with examples.

Biology- Practical Students repeated the practical works.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Probability”. Students have
solved examples based on independent events and mutually
exclusive events.



English Ch: The Interview, Part-I and II were read and explained
in the class

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Ch: The Interview, Part-I and II were read and
explained in the class

Macro Economics Students were introduced with a new chapter ' Open
Economy'. Wherein they came to know about fixed
exchange rates, fixed exchange market, Demand on
exchange rates.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

વ���ૃવ �પધા� - (ધોરણ - 8) - 11.10.2023

મા, મા�ભૃાષા અને મા��ૃિૂમ- �જુરાતી ભાષાએ લખવાની , સમજવાની સાથે સાથે બોલવાની પણ ભાષા

છે. � એક અ�ભ�ય��ત�ું મા�યમ છે. માર� મા�ભૃાષામાં �ુ ં મારા િવચારો અને માર� �તને વ�ુ સાર� ર�તે

�પ�ટ કર� શ�ુ તે માટ� ધોરણ 8 ના િવ�ાથ�ઓ માટ� �ારા વ���ૃવ �પધા� રાખવામાં આવી , �માં

િવ�ાથ�ઓને િવષયવ��નુા ��ુા આપવામાં આ�યા હતા - “1. મહા��ુુષ - �વામી રામભ�ાચાય�� અને

2.સમ�યા - પયા�વરણની” �ના પર િવ�ાથ�ઓએ પોતાના િવચારો ર�ૂ કયા� હતા. ભાગ લેનાર તમામ

િવ�ાથ�ઓને “�બૂ �બૂ અ�ભનદંન.”

ધોરણ �થમ ��તીય �તૃીય આ�ાસન

8A ��ના પચંાલ આ�થા જય�વાલ ચાહત પ�ંબી હ�િમલ િમ�ી

- નીતા�શી

જય�વાલ

આ�ુષ પટ�લ હ�ત પટ�લ

- - ટ�આ પચંાલ -



SHOW & TELL (KITCHEN GARDEN - VEGGIES/FRUITS & FLORETS)
NURSERY: 12-10-2023

Grade 1st Position 2nd Position 3rd Position Consolation

Nursery A Yashvi Shah
Pranshul
Mistry

Kavyan Patel
Amay

Dhanorkar

Panshul Patel
Dhvanil Patel

Kunj Bhatt
Rajvi Panchal

Nursery B Vanishka
Tingroya

Aadhya Shah

Viyom
Gulhane

Vivan Modi
Kriva Shah
Braham
Shourie

Swar Tewar
Shriyansinh
Devdhara

Abeer Yadav

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO AISB - C11 & 12: 13-10-2023

Students of 11 & 12 all streams were invited for ART FIESTA & FUN DIBBA.
Wherein they enjoyed the live music band - Saptak, Artistry, Eatery, painting and
fun games. This all was organised by AISB students of Grade 11 & 12 Humanities
as part of learning. Our students of AISV enthusiastically had fun and learned and
will be conducting the program in Vadodara.

STAR OF THE WEEK & MONTH

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star of the Week - Students’ name

Grade 1 A/B Swapnil Pandey (1A) Avani Khare(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Krishna R Tejpal (1C) kavya Rajput (1D)

Grade 2 A/B Ruhi S Shah 2A Manan Sorathiya (2B)

Grade 2 C/D Sparsh N Tewar 2C Rithvi Prajapati 2D

Grade 3 A/B/C Navya Pathak 3A Maher Nikam 3C

Grade 4 A/B/C Pari Patel 4A Drashya Patel (4B)



Grade-5 Sanay Singh (5A)

Grade 6 A,B &
7 A,B

Dhruv Baria 7A Aaradhya Solanki 6B

Grade 8 Rishika Jain

NAME OF THE CHILD GRADE DATE TITLE OF THE BOOK

(IF GIFTED)

BIRTHDAYS & BOOK GIFTED

Kritvi Tanna UKG A 12-10-23 Grandma Tales

Navya Muladara 1A 07-10-23 —---------

Geetika Suthar 1C 12-10-23 —-----

Gira Thakar 1C 13-10-23 7.- 7 days storis for
kids

Shrihan Ranpura 1C 13-10-23 —-------

Dhvansh Patel 1D 08-10-23 —--------

Mahi Jaiswal 2B 9-10-23 Moral stories for kids



Param Patel 2D 13-10-23 Mickey Mouse Stories

Nisarg Kanzaria 5B 10-10-23 Malgudi adventures &
Maharana Pratap


